
Educational performance of aboriginal students 
at the university level

under colonial domination. nal dropout, mm the larger umremly social intern. Itwaa
Analysis of colonial education requires one to examine also found that die dropouts lack of integration into the 

the reactions of the colonized to colonial educational insti- larger university social system was related to their decisionby David Perley (former Head of Tobique Reserve)
The educational institution have provided opportunities ..... .

SoS-- ^A-dto 10 Wdtedi^Aborigiitti dropout, experienced probiemg of

of higher learning but the fact remains Aboriginal students ccivedby the colonized as a threat to the Aboriginal society s soc yi enoran P The word “Indian” or
havegenerally exhibited poor academic performance and continuing existence. Finally, colonud education contnb- foe status system of foe ^ *
high dropout rates from foe educational institutions of utes to foe lack of integration of Aboriginal students intofoe Aboriginal meanJ»vage <“J*1 "^
Canadian society. This situation is a reflection of the academic and social systems of foe educational system This most of foe notv-Abongma^l students andlac ty.

group is not geared to allow foe colonized or subordinate were not integrated into either foe academic or the social larger social system of foe unmn^. It «stored and 
aboriginal peoples to succeed within that system. In short, system of the university. It was concluded that dropout promoted the emergence of an Abondai subsystem 
one cannot explain the Aboriginal student’s lack of success occurred because of insufficient interactions with others m witlunfoe larger social system oftheumvCTs^r. Howe cr. 
in these non-Aboriginal institutions in terms of cultural the university and insufficient congruency with foe prevail- the Aboriginal subsystem was not integrated into theJarger 
deficiencies, abilities and aptitudes as a few educators, ing value patterns of foe university collectively. An addi- social system. The Anginal sukystem was assigned a 
politicians and bureaucrats have done in rer-.u /ears. tional problem arises for the Aboriginal student in that they low status position and any by foe

A report by the Department of Indian airs tided are Aboriginal, a term which has a cojmotetior.of racial mtegrate into foe 
"Univmity EAicution Mid Economic WeB-Being: I«Bmrzrssisoriginal neonles- ranging congruence with the prevailing value patterns of the is not found withm the Aboriginal cultures. Tins writer sees

f almost three time foeDroDortion of non-Aboriginals no university. This type of integration occurs primarily through foe problem as a representation of a profound shortcoming
" meeti^ certain standards of foe academic system (^de in the Carudian

2. non aboriginal students arc about 7.4 times more likely performance) and the extent to which the individuals iden- have not been successful mftdly integrating foe Abondai
to successfullycomplete a degree program than Aboriginal tify with the norms and values of foe academic system, students into their social and academic systems. In fact,
students ^ Analysis of data revealed foe aboriginal dropouts were not these institutions do not allow integration because of foe

3 the noor success of Aboriginal students earning a high fully integrated into foe academic system of foe university, existing social structures within foe institutions. These
school diploma means thatrclatively fewer AbSrigirS It was further estabüshed that their lack of integration into structures hinder integration and any attempts bytheAb-

people are etigible to attend university/only 25 percent of the academic system was related to the dropout’s decision original students ««integrate are discouragedby theAinu-
thc Aboriginal population has at least a high school diploma to leave the institution. riant group within foe institutions Jims, it» evident foat foe
or equivakmtadhof education compared with more than Social integration refer to the consis- social and acadermc systems of foe éducatif institutions
50 percent of non-Aboriginals) tent, intimate social inter- ^c - require modification of foe Aboriginal students are to be

The above report does not identify foe reasons for poor tion with others in the uni- successful academically,
success rates among Aboriginal students in high school and versity. Social integration "^3
at university. This paper will discuss a number of factors occurs primarily through informal peer 
which explain the poor academic performance and high group associations, extra curricular social ac- 
dropout rates. tivities and interaction with the faculty of foe university.

Various researchers have examined foe educational It was therefore expected that consistent, intimate social 
problems experienced by Aboriginal students. Unfortu- interactions with others in foe university would generate 
nately, the theories advanced in these studies tended to focus varying degrees of social communication, friendship 
the problem on the Aboriginal cultures while ignoring the support, faculty support and collective affiliation.

Itwas established that the Aboriginal dropouts inter
acted with other members of foe social system. Not
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education system. However, the paper utilizes a unique 
approach in foe analysis of Aboriginal education in Cana
dian society. The conceptual framework is based on the surprisingly, foe dropouts exhibited a tendency to 
internal colonial model and therefore views Aboriginal interact more with other Aboriginal students of the 
education as colonial education. This approach university. In fret, the system of interactions that 
contextualizes Aboriginal education by including into the developed between the dropouts and other students
analysis the education system established by the dominant suggested the emergency of an “Aboriginal peer 
groups group association” or “subsystem” within the larger

Researches have examined education under classical, university social system, 
internal and neocolonial situations. They have found that in
■it cages education for the colonized was planned and system within foe larger social system of the 
controlled by the colonizers. This situation is a reflection of university , one can see the possibility of the 
the power of the colonizers. The political and economic Aboriginal students’ integration into two social 
dominant group of foe internal colonial situation makes the system at the university. With regard to the ab- 
educational decision for the colonized. The colonizers original dropouts, it was evident that an over
determine who shall go to school, how long the children of whelming majority were integrated into foe 
foe colonized shall attend school, what shall be learned in Aboriginal subsystem due to their consistent, 
school and the language in which they shall learn. Under intimate social interactions with other Ab- 
fois system, schools are established and designed to save the original students. A number of Aborigi-
needs of the colonizer, not the colonized. nal dropouts also interacted with a few

Additional features of colonial education include (1) non-Aboriginal students and fee- 
geographic separation of schools and communities from ulty who were participant in the 
which students came, (2) the colonized are not consulted in larger university social system. 
the planning process regarding their education, (3) parents However, foe frequency, 
perform as role in the determination of educational content, extensiveness and conten
ez content has little to do with the society and cultured foe ti°n °f interactions be- 
coIonized, (5) language utilized in schools is that of the tween the members of the 
colonizer, (6) language of the colonized is devalued and Aboriginal subsystem and i 
discouraged, (7) culture of the colonized is negatively *e larger university so- 
evaluated, and (8) the history of the colonized, if given stall, rial system were insuffi- 
tends to focus on tribal conflicts, problems and “barbarism” cient to consider inte- 
whichprovidesacontrasttothe“peaceandorderlyprogress” gration of the Aborigi-
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